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Abstract
An electrodynamic tether (EDT) system is expected as a propeller that generates acceleration
and deceleration Lorentz forces with little propellant due to the generated current while
generating electricity. Since the magnetic field intensity of Jupiter is approximately 14 times that
of Earth and plasma is supplied from the satellite Io, the operation of an EDT system around
Jupiter is attractive. Due to the influence of the surrounding plasma, the EDT system can only
decelerate within the geostationary orbit called the drag arc. In the case of Jupiter, the drag arc is
within approximately 2.24 times Jupiter’s radius. Since the thrust of the tether greatly depends
on the attitude of the EDT, stabilization of the attitude is essential in operation of an EDT as a
thruster. In the present paper, we propose an attitude stabilization method to more efficiently
decelerate a spacecraft around Jupiter and analyze the deceleration performance in a Jovian
elliptical orbit.
Keywords: Electrodynamic Tether, Orbit Transfer, Drag Arc, Attitude Control, Flexible
Tether
Introduction
Research and development has been conducted on the propulsion machine required for
missions in outer space, and systems other than chemical and electric propulsion systems have
been studied for practical use. Among these systems, there are systems connected by
conductive string or tape with a length ranging from several kilometers to 100 kilometers,
called an electrodynamic tether (EDT) [1]. This propulsion system uses the Lorentz force
generated by interaction between the current on the tether and the magnetic field of the planet.
The EDT generates an induced electromotive force on the entire EDT system including the
spacecraft and tether by crossing the magnetic field of the central planet. This induced
electromotive force causes a current to flow in the EDT, which generates a Lorentz force.
Therefore, EDTs are attracting attention as highly efficient propulsion systems that require
almost no propellant and enable power generation. The EDT thrust depends on the flight
speed and the magnitude of the magnetic field. When the EDT system traverses the magnetic
field, the thrust generally acts in the deceleration direction and enables power generation, but
thrust can be generated in the acceleration direction by intentionally flowing an electric
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current so as to cancel the induced electromotive force.
Since the plasma circulates in the direction of rotation of the central planet, the actual
electromotive force induced by the EDT is the difference between the electromotive force
induced by the plasma and the electromotive force induced by the EDT. The electric circuit is
formed by collecting electrons from and releasing electrons to a plasma environment
surrounding the EDT. Therefore, the existence of plasma and a magnetic field with a certain
density is required for operation of the EDT. Since the EDT can be operated if this condition
is satisfied, the EDT is expected to act as a system for reduction of the orbital speed and
power generation for a spacecraft heading for another planet with plasma and a magnetic field.
In particular, operation around Jupiter, which has a magnetic field that is approximately 14
times stronger than that of Earth and a large supply of plasma from the satellite Io, is of
interest and has been studied extensively [2-9].
Jovian satellites such as Galilean satellites are thought to be clues to elucidate unknown
aspects of the origin of solar system development. However, since it is not easy to place a
spacecraft into the Jovian satellite orbit using chemical propulsion due to mass constraints,
fly-by observations have mainly been carried out, but sufficient long-time observation of these
satellites by spacecraft has not been done yet. Because of the plasma and magnetic field of
Jupiter, an EDT system can become an orbit change thruster around Jupiter. From this point of
view, the literature [2-9] has proposed decelerating a spacecraft approaching Jupiter with a
hyperbolic trajectory using the EDT system and injecting satellites into elliptical orbits, and,
eventually, circular orbits around Jupiter to observe Galilean satellites and other objects at low
orbits around Jupiter.
The EDT thrust can be generated in the deceleration direction when the speed of the
spacecraft on orbit is faster than the speed of the plasma. Since the plasma around the planet
can be regarded as circling at the rotation angular velocity of the central planet, the velocity of
the plasma increases as the orbital radius increases. Therefore, deceleration depends on the
orbital speed of the spacecraft, and the deceleration range is only inside the geostationary orbit.
The arc of the deceleration range is called “drag arc”. In the case of Jupiter, the planet’s mass
is huge, and its rotation cycle is approximately 10 hours. Its drag arc is within approximately
2.24 times the radius of Jupiter. Since the EDT thrust is small compared to that for chemical
propulsion, spacecraft cannot be decelerated by EDT thrust during only one flight in the drag
arc. Repeated deceleration is required at the time of passing the drag arc until reaching a
circular orbit.
Since the current flows in the direction projecting the induced electromotive force on the
tether, and the direction of the generated thrust force is the cross product direction of the
current and the magnetic field, the thrust is a function of the attitude of the tether portion.
However, the EDT system includes tether vibration and pendulum-like motion with respect to
the direction to the central planet. For this reason, in order to efficiently decelerate the
spacecraft by the EDT, it is necessary to maintain an appropriate attitude of the EDT with
respect to the magnetic field. The main bulk of previous research on attitude control by EDT
is to suppress pendulum-like oscillation using Lorentz force by current on/off switching [1115].
These studies assumed operation in a low circular orbit, and the center of mass of the system
approximately corresponds to the position of the mother satellite. For this reason, suppression
of pendulum-like motion was proposed to prevent the attitude from becoming unstable in the
operation of the EDT, and the change in the attitude angle was assumed to be small. However,
orbit transition is an operation with a high-eccentricity orbit, the attitude motion of the EDT
system on a high-eccentricity orbit becomes complicated, and the variation of the attitude
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angle becomes larger than that in the low orbit. For this reason, it is necessary to distribute
sufficient mass to the daughter satellite, which also prevents unstable attitude motion of the
system that could result in unstable rotation.
Although a conventional suppression method was assumed to be applicable on the whole orbit
in past studies, simultaneous execution of the orbital speed deceleration and attitude control is
applicable only within the drag arc for the case of a Jovian orbit. Therefore, appropriate
attitude control inside the drag arc must be developed. This is the objective of the present
study.
The dumbbell model, which assumes the tether to be a rigid rod, was widely used for attitude
motion control in past studies on Jovian orbit missions. However, since the tether is flexible,
the tether system could be operated in a high-eccentricity orbit, and the attitude of the EDT
system is affected by the Lorentz force, its actual behavior must be different from that of the
dumbbell model. The orbital motion limited (OML) theory [16-18] is a more realistic theory
to describe the magnitude of the current that is collected from and released to the surrounding
plasma on the tether surface.
The current increases in the range where the bias difference between the peripheral plasma
and the tether is positive, and the current decreases in the range where this difference is
negative. Therefore, although the distribution of the current/bias difference differs in the
length direction, a more powerful current can be generated. As a result, in the present study,
we propose a method by which to stabilize the attitude of a flexible EDT in the drag arc by
analyzing the attitude motion using a model that incorporates the current distribution based on
the OML theory and evaluate the deceleration performance to the Jovian orbit in detail.

System Model
In this section, we describe the orbital definition, the Jovian magnetic field model, the tether
current model, the orbital motion, the attitude motion, and the flexible tether model.
Orbital Coordinate System
Figure 1 shows the definition of the coordinate system in the present study. We assume a
geocentric inertial frame of Jupiter OXYZ with origin O at Jupiter's center. The X-axis of the
frame is directed to the point of the vernal equinox, the Z-axis aligns with Jupiter’s rotational
axis, and the Y-axis is the direction orthogonal to both the X- and Z-axes based on the righthand rule. The orbital coordinate system of the EDT has the center of Jupiter as the origin, the
x-axis is in the orbital radial direction, and the z-axis is in the direction perpendicular to the
orbit plane. The y-axis is the direction orthogonal to both the x- and z-axes based on the righthand rule. The term Oxyz is the ascending node and the orbital-plane-based coordinate frame,
where the x -axis is in the direction of the ascending node, z -axis is in the direction
perpendicular to the orbital plane, and the y -axis is the direction orthogonal to both the x and y -axes based on the right-hand rule. In the present study, the semi-major axis a, the
eccentricity e, the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit Ω , the inclination i, the
argument of perigee ϖ , and the true anomaly η are treated as the orbital elements.
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Fig. 1: Definition of the coordinate system

Magnetic Field Model of Jupiter
The general shape of the magnetic field of Jupiter is similar to that of Earth, but unlike Earth’s
magnetic field, the direction of the magnetic field is reversed. The Divine-Garrett model [19]
determined Jupiter’s magnetosphere, plasma sphere, and so on, based on data collected by
Pioneer 10 and 11 and Voyager 1 and 2. In this model, the Jovian magnetic field can be
regarded as a dipole model within approximately six times the Jupiter radius, and the
inclination of the magnetic field with respect to the rotation axis is approximately 10.77°.
Based on these considerations, the Jovian magnetic field used in the present study is a dipole
model without an offset and is tilted by 10.77° with respect to the axis of rotation, as shown in
Fig. 2. Assuming that the magnetic field is tilted by δ = 10.77° from the rotation axis about
the X-axis at time 0, the magnetic field B at the radius R in the inertial coordinate system at
time t is expressed as
m
(1)
=
Β C3 (−Ω J t )C1 (−δ ) m3 2 cos θ rˆ + sin θθˆ
R
where C1 () and C3 () are the direct cosine matrix for rotation about the x- and z-axes,
respectively, θ is the angle from the magnetic north pole to the orbital radius direction r̂ , and θˆ is

(

)

the direction on the plane of the orbital radius direction and the magnetic north pole and is
perpendicular to the orbit radius direction.

Fig. 2: Magnetic field model of Jupiter

Electric Current Model for Tether
An induced electromotive force is generated in an EDT system that crosses inside of a
magnetic field at high speed. Since the induced electromotive force is generated by the motion
of the plasma around Jupiter, the induced electromotive force Em generated in the tether is
calculated using the flight velocity of the EDT system v , the plasma velocity v pl , and the
magnetic field B, as follows:
(2)
(v − v pl ) × B
Em =
where the plasma velocity v pl , which can be regarded as being in a circular orbit at the angular
velocity of Jovian rotation Ω J , is given by
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(3)
Electrons are exchanged between the plasma surrounding the tether and the surface of the
bare tether, and the magnitude of the current changes in the longitudinal direction of the tether.
Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of electron exchange between plasma and the
tether. The OML theory is used to calculate the magnitude of the current along the tether. In
the present study, we assume the use of a bare tether. Figure 4 shows the electric current
magnitude I(s) and potential difference between the plasma and tether Φ ( s ) at a distance of s
from point A.
Electron exchange between the tether and the plasma varies in regions AB and BC. As shown
in Fig. 3, the tether receives electrons from the plasma in region AB, and electrons are emitted
to the plasma in region BC. This is because the potential difference between the tether and the
plasma becomes positive near point A, and electrons flow into the tether from the plasma.
Then, as electrons are gradually collected from the plasma, the electrons move toward the C
direction. As a result, the potential difference decreases accordingly, and there is a point B at
which the potential difference becomes zero. Since electrons are emitted from the tether
toward the plasma after the potential difference becomes negative, the current and the
potential difference decrease upon approaching point C.

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of electron exchange between plasma and tether

Fig. 4: Distributions of current magnitude I(s) and potential difference Φ ( s )
The current in the EDT is obtained from the OML theory. The current and the potential
difference are a function of the plasma density around the EDT system and the induced
electromotive force. Using the Divine-Garrett model [19] , the plasma density around Jupiter
N e (1/cm3) within the region of the orbital radius RJ < R < 3.8RJ is modeled as
2
 7.68 R  R


2
J
=
N e 4.65exp 
−
− 1 ( λ − λc ) 
(4)
 R

RJ




=
where lc (tan a ) cos(l − l0 ) , l0 = 21 deg, α = 21 deg, λ is the latitude, and l is the
longitude of the EDT system. Although the plasma density varies along the tether, for
simplicity, we assume herein that the plasma density is constant because the tether length is
not so long, compared to the orbital radius.

As shown in Fig. 4, positive and negative regions occur in the potential difference between
the tether and the plasma. Since the exchange of electrons is different in each region, the
formula for obtaining the distribution of the current and the potential difference based on the
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OML theory is also different in each region. Let the positive potential region be an anodic
segment and let the negative potential region be a cathodic segment. Let Φ ( s ) be the potential
difference at point s , let I ( s ) be the current, and let Em ( s ) be a scalar quantity of the
induced electromotive force along the tether at point s .

Anodic region AB: Φ ( s ) > 0
dI ( s ) 2( wt + ht )ee N e
=
ds
π

2ee Φ ( s )
Me

d Φ(s)
I (s)
=
− Em ( s )
ds
s c wt ht

(5)
(6)

0, (0) =
Φ A I ( sB ) =
I B , Φ ( sB ) =
0
with boundary conditions I (0) =Φ
Cathodic region BC: ( Φ ( s ) < 0 )

2 µ ( wt + ht )ee N e
dI ( s )
= −
ds
π

2ee | Φ ( s ) |
Me

d Φ(s)
I (s)
=
− Em ( s )
ds
s c wt ht

(7)
(8)

I B , ( sB ) =
0, I ( Lt ) =Φ
I C , ( Lt ) =
Φ C , where µ is a constant
with boundary conditions I ( sB ) =Φ
given by the mass of an electron M e and the average mass of the surrounding ions M i as

µ=

Me
Mi

(9)

Since M i  M e , the decreasing rate of current in the cathodic region is much smaller than the
increasing rate of current in the anodic region. In addition, the following boundary condition
is also given
Lt I ( s )
(10)
VCC + ZT I C= Et ( Lt − sB ) − ∫
ds
sB ρ w h
c t t

where Et is the average induced electromotive force given by
1 Lt
(11)
Et = ∫ E ( s )ds
Lt 0
The distributions of the current and the potential difference in the tether are obtained using
Eqs. (5) through (8). However, because the initial value Φ A needed for calculation of the
distribution is unknown, it is necessary to determine its value. Considering the length variable
s as a function of variable υ , the potential difference, the current, and the length for the
anodic and cathodic regions are represented, respectively, as [21]
Anodic
2
4
 13

2
2
3 
3



M
π
3
1

 ( I − I ) 3 2s E ( s (υ )) w h − I − I 3
e
=
Φ( I )
(12)
( c m
)
t t
B
 7 s N h   w   B
c
e
t
t
   
 23 e 
e



I (υ ) =s c Em ( s (υ )) wt ht − (s c Em ( s (υ )) wt ht − I B ) cosh(υ )
1


3


M

e
2 


1
4   s c wt ht   3π  3 
3
s (υ )
(
s
E
w
h
I
)
=
−


[ f (υ0 ) − f (υ )]


c t t t
B
7
3
N

e


2 3 ee
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where υ ∈ [0,υ0 ] and

 s c Et wt ht 

 s c Et wt − I B 

υ0 = cosh −1 
υ

(15)

1

f (υ ) = ∫ sinh 3 ( x)dx
0

(16)

Cathodic
2
4
 1

2
2
1  M e3  3π  3  1  3 
3
Φ( I ) =
− 2 7 
(
I
−
I
)
2
s
E
(
s
(
υ
))
w
h
−
I
−
I
( c m
)3
    B
t t
B

s
N
h
w
m 3  2 3 ee  c e t   t  
I (υ ) =s c Em ( s (υ )) wt ht − (s c Em ( s (υ )) wt ht − I B ) cosh(υ )



  Me 
2 



1 

f (υ ) 
4  s c wt ht   3π  3 
3 
=
s (υ )


  (s c Et wt ht − I B )  f (υ0 ) + 2 
7
Ne  
3

3
µ 3 
2 ee







where υ ∈ [0,υT ] ,

(17)
(18)

1
3

(19)


I B − IC 
=
υT cosh −1 1 +
(20)

 s c Et wt − I B 
s (υT ) = Lt
(21)
and the function f is the same as that for the anodic region. Using the above equations, the
initial potential difference Φ A is obtained as
2
4
 13
 2
2
3 
3



M
π
3
1

 I 3 2σ E w h − I 3
e
ΦA
(22)
 7 σ N h   w   B ( c t t t B )
c
e
t
t




 23 e

e


In order to determine the value of Φ A from the above equation, it is necessary to determine

the current I B . Assuming that the total current decrease in the cathodic region is  ,

I=
I B −  . Taking into account that the value of s (υ ) is s (υ ) = Lt at the boundary of the
C
cathodic region υ = ν T , and using I B ,  and Eq. (9), we obtain the following two equations:
1


3


 Me
2 



1 
f (υT ) 
4   σ c wt ht   3π  3 
3 
(23)
0
Lt − 
=

  (σ c Et wt ht − I B )  f (υ0 ) +
7
2

3
Ne  

3
3
2 ee
µ 







1
2
4
 3

2
3
1  M e  3π   1  3  23
0 (24)
ZT ( I B −  ) + VCC + 2 7 
 ( 2σ c Et wt ht − 2 I B +  ) 3 =




σ c N e ht   wt  

3  3
µ  2 ee


Using the above two equations,  and I B can be determined. By substituting the determined
values of  and I B into Eq. (22), the boundary value for determining the current in the tether
is obtained. Finally, substituting these values into Eqs. (5) through (8), the current and
potential difference along the tether can be determined.
Tether Modeling and Equations of Motion
In the present study, the tether is modeled as a multi-rod system, as shown in Fig. 5. The
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mother satellite is labeled as 0, and the subsatellite is labeled as n. The mother satellite,
subsatellite, and tether have masses of m0 , mn , and mt , respectively. The tether is divided into
n rods, and the tether mass is distributed to rotatable joints between rods to represent the
flexibility of the tether. Each rod is treated as a massless bar, and the length of the i-th rod is
represented as  i . The in-plane and out-of-plane angles of the i-th rod in the orbital frame are
represented as θi and φi , respectively.

Fig. 5: Tether model
In the present study, the position of the center of mass of the system and the positions of the
mother satellite and the i-th node relative to the center of mass of the system in the inertial
frame are denoted as R , r0 , and ri , respectively. In this case, the positions of the mother
satellite and the i-th node in the inertial frame are represented, respectively, as:
(25)
R0 = R + r0 = R + C T r0
Ri = R + ri = R + r0 + d i = R + C T ( r0 + d i )

(26)

where d i is the position vector of the i-th node relative to the mother satellite in the orbital
frame given by
  k cos θ k cos φk 
i
i
di ∑
 k ∑   k sin θ k cos φk 
=
=
(27)
=
k 1=
k 1
  k sin φk 
and C T is the transformation matrix from the orbital frame to the inertial frame. The velocity
vector of the i-th node is given by
(28)
vi = R + ri = R + C T ri + ω × C T ri
where ω is the orbital angular velocity of the system. Since the center of mass of the system
and its velocity must be coincident with R and R , respectively, the position of the mother
satellite and its velocity relative to the center of mass of the system, r0 and r0 , must satisfy
i
1 n
1 n
r0 =
d
−
m
=
−
m
∑
∑
i i
i ∑ k
m=
m
i
=
i
=
k 1
1
1
sc
sc

(29)

i
1 n
1 n
 =


−
m
−
m
r0 =
d
∑
∑
i i
i ∑ ( k ,θ k θ k +  k ,φk φk )
m=
m
=
k 1
sc i 1
sc i 1 =

(30)

where

 k ,θk

 − sin θ k cos φk 
=  k  cos θ k cos φk 


0
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 − cos θ k sin φk 
 k=
 k  − sin θ k sin φk 
(32)
,φk


cos φk
The acceleration vector of the i-th node in the inertial frame is given by
 r =+
 C T r + ω × C T r + 2ω × C T r + ω × (ω × C T r )
(33)
ai =+
R
R
i
i
i
i
i
where the orbital angular velocity vector and orbital angular acceleration vector of the center of
mass of the system in the inertial frame, ω and ω , are, respectively, given by
1
(34)
ω
=
( R × R )
R2
1
 ) − 2 ( R × R )( R ⋅ R )

(35)
ω
=
(R × R
2
R
R4
The equation of motion of the i-th node is given by
(36)
mi ai = Fi ( g ) + Fi ( ed ) + Fi (t ) (= Fi )
where Fi ( g ) , Fi ( ed ) , and Fi (t ) are the gravitational force, Lorentz force, and tether tension,
respectively, acting on the i-th node. Although it is desirable to consider Jupiter’s oblateness
effect, the effect is not considered for simplicity in the present study, and only the
electrodynamic force is treated as the perturbative acceleration source. In this case, the
gravitational force acting on the i-th node can be represented as
mm R
(37)
Fi ( g ) = − i J3 i
Ri
The Lorentz force acting on the i-th rod is given by

∫

=
Fi ( L )

si

si −1

I ( s ) × B ( s )ds

(38)

where s is the position vector along the tether, and si is the tether length at the i-th node from
the mother satellite given by
i

si = ∑  k

(39)

k =1

For simplicity, we assume that the electric current and the magnetic field vector on the i-th
tether rod are constant and are represented by the values at the midpoint of the i-th tether rod.
In this case, the Lorentz force acting on the i-th rod is given by
(40)
=
Fi ( L )  i I ( si ) × B ( si )
where si is the midpoint of the i-th tether rod. Furthermore, the above Lorentz force is equally
distributed to nodes at both ends connecting the rod as
1 ( L)

F1
for i = 0

2

 1 ( L)
( ed )
( L)
Fi
=
for 0 < i < n
(41)
 ( Fi + Fi +1 )
2
1 ( L)

Fn
for i = n

2

Since the tether tension is an inner force, if all the rods representing tether are assumed to be
inextensible, none of the rods absorb or emit energy by being extended or compressed.
Therefore, when equations of motion are derived under this assumption, it is unnecessary to
consider tether tension.
We derive equations of motion based on Kane’s method. Using this approach, partial velocities
must be derived. They are
∂v
1

(42)
(ri × [ R× ]1 )
vi ,1 = i =−
X

R2
∂Rx
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(43)

∂v
 − 1 ( r × [ R× ] )
vi ,3 =i =
Z
i
3

R2
∂Rz

∂vi (1 − ρ k ) k ,θk
= 
∂θk  − ρ k  k ,θk
∂vi (1 − ρ k ) k ,φk
vi ,2=
= 
k +3
∂φk  − ρ k  k ,φk
vi ,2=
k +2

(44)

,1 ≤ k ≤ i ≤ n
,0 ≤ i < k ≤ n

(45)

,1 ≤ k ≤ i ≤ n

(46)

,0 ≤ i < k ≤ n

Using Kane’s equation

K *j + K j = 0, j = 1, , 3 + 2n
=
K *j

n

∑v
i =0

i, j

(47)

·mi (−ai )

(48)

n

K j = ∑ vi , j ·Fi

(49)

i =0

the equations of motion can be obtained as
Mx + f =
τ

(50)

x = [ Rx Ry Rz θ1 φ1 θ n φn ] , f is a
nonlinear term vector, and τ is a vector related to the gravity and the electrodynamic forces.

where M is the mass matrix,

x is the state vector,

T

Orbital Elements
In papers that treated change in the orbital coordinate system due to the external forces, such as
electrodynamic force, ordinary differential equations of six independent orbital elements,
which are given in the form of Gaussian perturbation equations, were used. Instead of using
Gaussian perturbation equations, in the present study, for simplicity and accuracy, the usual
equations of motion in the rectangular coordinate system are used to calculate the motion of the
EDT system. Six orbital elements are then calculated from the position and velocity vectors of
the system.
The magnitude of the orbital angular velocity is given by
h= R × R

(51)

Using the orbital position and the velocity of the system, the semi major axis, inclination, and
longitude of the ascending node of the orbit can be calculated, respectively, as
µJ
(52)
a=
2µ J  2
−R
R
 R R − Ry R x 
(53)
i = cos −1  x y


h




Ry R z − Rz R y
−1 

Ω =sin
(54)
 h 2 − ( R R − R R ) 2 
x
y
y
x


The position and velocity vectors of the system in the ascending node and the orbital-planebased coordinate frame are given by
=
Rx Rx cos Ω + Ry sin Ω
(55)

Ry = (− Rx sin Ω + Ry cos Ω) cos i + Rz sin i
=
R x R x cos Ω + R y sin Ω
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(58)

Using the above vectors, the argument of perigee, eccentricity, and true anomaly are obtained,
respectively, as
 −hR
Ry hR y R x 
x
(59)
ϖ = atan2  −
− ,
− 
 µµ
R
R
J
J


=
e

2
2
 hR
R x   hR x Ry 
y

−  +−
− 
 µµ
R  
R 
J
J



=
η atan2( Ry , Rx ) − ϖ

(60)
(61)

Consideration of the Decelerable Condition
Since the behavior of an EDT system on a high-eccentricity orbit becomes complicated, it is
difficult for the EDT system to always have a stable attitude on the entire orbit. However,
because the attitude change of the system in the drag arc is important for deceleration of the
Jovian orbit, as shown in Fig. 6, it is necessary to consider the attitude within the drag arc that
can decelerate the orbit.

Fig. 6: Drag arc
Since the change of the orbital radius within the drag arc is limited, the influence of the
difference in the orbital shape due to the eccentricity on the attitude variation within the drag
arc is small compared to the attitude variation in the entire orbit. Therefore, a certain pattern
appears in the attitude that can reduce the orbital speed. The influence of the difference in
eccentricity on the attitude variation in the drag arc is represented by the transit time, velocity,
and orbital shape. Since the EDT is required to generate the Lorentz force for deceleration and
the Lorentz force is generated in the direction of the cross product of the velocity and magnetic
field, it is desirable to maintain as far as possible the attitude of the tether that is perpendicular
to the flight direction. However, due to the effect of orbital motion, the EDT system shows
oscillation with some offset angle from the vertical. In addition, since the offset value changes
on the orbit, it is difficult to maintain the attitude perpendicular to the flight direction.
Therefore, for practical deceleration by the EDT, it is necessary to allow the attitude oscillation
within some range, but not to tumble.
The thrust of the EDT is uniquely determined by the magnetic field and the flight speed, and a
decelerating thrust can be generated only in the direction in which the attitude angular velocity
increases. Therefore, even if the attitude angular velocity increases, it is necessary to maintain
the attitude angle oscillation within the range that does not produce tumbling. The attitude
oscillation in the drag arc depends on the state upon arriving at the drag arc: in-plane and outof-plane angles and their velocities and eccentricities. By analyzing the dependency of the
attitude motion in the drag arc on state variation at point a, it is possible to obtain the range of
state required for the EDT system at point a. Hereafter, this required range of the state at point
a is referred to as range A.
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Due to nonlinear motion of the system on elliptic orbits, the state of the EDT system on elliptic
orbits is not always within range A when arriving at point a. Therefore, we need to obtain the
state at point b, which results in the state within range A when arriving at point a after orbital
flight. Such a range of the state at point b is referred to as range B. By not only decelerating the
orbital speed through the drag arc but also stabilizing the state within range B at point b,
repeated stable deceleration can be achieved.
In the mission of an EDT system around Jupiter, the current flows from the high-altitude side
to the low-altitude side of the system, as shown in Fig. 7. The current on the low-altitude side
has a great effect on the position of the satellite, but the current on the high-altitude side does
not. The attitude motion of each rod is represented by a set of four variables, i.e., in-plane/outof-plane angles and their angular velocities, and the tether is represented by n rotational rods.
Thus, 4n variables are used as the state for representing the tether shape and its motion in the
present study. However, since the current distribution differs in the longitudinal direction
according to the OML theory, it is impossible to obtain all of the states that can reduce the
orbital speed and to directly control all of the nodes by current. In the present study, a straight
line connecting the two satellites is virtually treated as a system attitude, and the in-plane and
out-of-plane angles of this virtual line are represented as θt and φt , respectively. Their angular
velocities are represented as θ and φ , respectively, as shown in Fig. 8. Then, we numerically
t

t

calculate the state of ranges A and B that can reduce the orbital speed.
In the present study, the transition from a hyper-elliptic orbit to a circular orbit is the target.
Since the eccentricity of the trajectory having a perigee within the drag arc is e = 0.23 and a
trajectory with an eccentricity of 1 is not an elliptic orbit, we consider the trajectory in the
range of eccentricity of 0.23 ≤ e ≤ 0.98 . Hereinafter, the parameters listed in Table 1 are used
in the present study.

Fig. 7: Current flow

Fig. 8: Representative tether attitude
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Table 1: Simulation parameters
Parameter
Value
100
km
tether length Lt
3 cm
tether width wt
tether thickness ht

0.05 mm

electrical conductivity σ c

3.767 × 107 Ω -1

tether density ρt

2.7 ×103 kg / m3
405 kg

tether mass mt

905 kg

EDT mass M sc
tether material
resistance Z t

Aluminum
1, 766.7 Ω

cathodic contactor Vcc

30 V

electron ee

1.602 × 10−19 ºC

electron mass M e

9.109 × 10−31 kg

ion mass M i

2.363 × 10−26 kg

Jupiter's radius RJ

71,492 km

gravity constant of Jupiter µ J

1.267 × 108 km3 / s 2

magnetic density at Jupiter’s surface mm

4.225 × 10−4 T

number of rods n

5

State of range A

We determine the state of range A entering the drag arc by analyzing the attitude motion of
the system for each state quantity. When the current does not flow on the tether, the out-ofplane angle and angular velocity become 0. Thus, the state of range A is obtained for three
variables: in-plane angle, in-plane angular velocity, and eccentricity. Deceleration by
Lorentz force does not suddenly change the attitude. The in-plane angle and angular
velocity of the virtual rigid rod show anti-symmetric and symmetric shape, respectively,
with respect to the true anomaly. Deceleration by Lorentz force has a tendency to reduce
the angular velocity. In other words, the attitude tends to be stabilized by flowing the
electric current. Therefore, the state of range A that can decelerate the system is obtained
by calculating the unstable attitude motion for the case without a current and considering
the state of the complementary set of unstable attitude motions.
Considering the deceleration in the drag arc, since the magnetic field becomes the largest
in the vicinity of the perigee point, it is desirable to stabilize the attitude in the local
vertical direction in the vicinity of the perigee point. We first choose the state such that
| θt |< 0.2 as the state of range A candidate. However, when deceleration is occurring, the
attitude could not be stabilized in the local vertical direction in some cases, even within this
range. Thus, it is necessary to exclude such states from the range. This occurs when the
absolute value of the attitude angle after the perigee point becomes too large. In the present
study, the state satisfying the condition | θtp |<| θt ,max |<| θt 0 | is chosen as the state of range A,
where θtp is the in-plane angle at the perigee point, θt ,max is the maximum angle after
passing the perigee point and until leaving the drag arc, and θt 0 is the in-plane angle upon
entering the drag arc. Figure 9 shows the state of range A for eccentricities between 0.98
and 0.42 with an interval of 0.08.
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Fig. 9: State of range A for eccentricities between 0.98 and 0.42 with an interval of 0.08

Among the parameters related to the drag arc, the flight time and the trajectory shape
change in particular, depending on the eccentricity. When the flight time in the drag arc is
prolonged, the motion in the drag arc becomes more sensitive to the initial value of the
attitude parameter. Since the orbital angular velocity within the drag arc increases as the
eccentricity increases, the amount of changes in the attitude angular velocity becomes
larger at higher eccentricity. Therefore, the range of the initial value of the in-plane angular
velocity also becomes wider for range A. As shown in Fig. 9, the state of range A formed
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by the in-plane angle and angular velocity of the virtual rigid rod is wide in terms of both
angle and angular velocity at high eccentricity. On the other hand, for low eccentricities,
the flight time in the drag arc increases rapidly, and the range of angular velocity for range
A decreases dramatically, as shown in Figs. 9(g) and 9(h).
State of range B

We choose the state at the departure from the drag arc as the state of range B such that the
state fits into the state of range A obtained in the previous subsection when the system
reenters the drag arc after departing from the drag arc. The state of range B is obtained by
backward integrating the equations of motion of the EDT system from the state within
range A. In this case, especially at high eccentricity, even if the system is stable within the
drag arc, tumbling may occur due to prolongation of flight time outside the drag arc.
Therefore, the range of the attitude angle of the virtual rigid rod is chosen as −π ≤ θt ≤ π .
Figure 10 shows the obtained state of range B for eccentricities between 0.98 and 0.42 with
an interval of 0.08.
The transit time outside the drag arc becomes longer as the eccentricity becomes larger.
For this reason, the attitude angle at point b changes greatly depending on slight changes in
the state at point a. As mentioned above, the state of range B was obtained by backward
integrating the equations of motion using finely divided values of the state of ranges
obtained in the previous subsection. If the state at point a has continuous values for the inplane angle and angular velocity, then the state at point b will be distributed within a range
with some patterns. However, in orbits with an eccentricity of 0.74 or higher, the interval
becomes so wide that a partial dense distribution of the state can be seen from Figs. 10(a)
through 10(e), but general patterns were not found. In particular, in an orbit with an
eccentricity of 0.90 or higher, the state at point b, which was obtained by backward
integration, is only the state entering range A, tumbling, and orbiting outside of the drag
arc.
When the trajectory has an eccentricity of 0.82 or less, even after orbiting outside the drag
arc, the change in the state at point b corresponding to the change in the state at point a
decreases. As shown in Figs. 10(f) to 10(g), the change is more noticeable when the state at
point b is partially concentrated. In orbits with an eccentricity of 0.74 or higher, even if the
state at point b is continuous, most of the states are a state of tumbling of the system during
flight in the drag arc.
On the other hand, in orbits with an eccentricity of 0.58 or less, the state at point b
corresponding to the state within range A is a state that does not tumble outside the drag
arc and can exist after decelerating within the drag arc. For this reason, the distribution of
the state of range B for an eccentricity of 0.58 or less is also concentrated into a narrow
range.
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Fig. 10: State of range B for eccentricities between 0.98 and 0.42 with an interval of 0.08

Attitude Stabilization and Orbit Transient Strategy
In the previous section, the states of ranges A and B, in which deceleration can be achieved,
were obtained as the necessary condition for circumferential deceleration. In this section, we
describe a method to stably perform deceleration using these states of ranges. The deceleration
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process is then obtained by simulation and the validity of the deceleration method is examined.
In a Jovian elliptical orbit, although the attitude motion becomes complicated with high
eccentricity, it is possible to prevent tumbling in the drag arc due to the gravity gradient on the
system. However, the attitude angle is affected by the Lorentz force. Therefore, it is necessary to
change the state by setting the current to ON/OFF in order to stabilize the attitude and prevent
destabilization of the attitude due to the continued current. The following are required for the
EDT system during the drag arc.
1) Current ON/OFF control for attitude stabilization, and
2) Change from the state in range A to the state in range B.
The EDT system in the present study has five state variables: in-plane angle and angular
velocity, out-of-plane angle and angular velocity, and eccentricity. Similarly, Ref. [11]
determines ON/OFF current switching using the same state variables. Therefore, in the present
study, the attitude stabilization method using ON/OFF current switching is considered by
referring to Ref. [11].
A function by which to determine the ON/OFF setting of current Ve is given as follows:
4 − 3cos 2 φt cos 2 (θt − θ p ) +
Ve =

1

{

˙

cos 2 φt ((θt − θp ) 2 − ω 2 ) + φt2

}

(62)
ω2
where θ p and θp are the in-plane angle and in-plane angular velocity, respectively, for the case
in which the sum of the attitude kinetic and potential energy is minimum. Since the out-of-plane
angle/angular velocity are both zero when the sum of the attitude kinetic and potential energy
becomes minimum, using the moment of inertia of the virtual rigid body for the EDT system,
I x , I y , and I z , the minimum sum of the in-plane attitude kinetic and potential energies can be
expressed as [21]
µ J {I z + 3( I x − I y ) cos 2θt }
1
(63)
U a=
I z (η + θt ) 2 −
2
4 | R |3
We will find θ p and θp such that the sum of the in-plane attitude kinetic and potential energies
becomes minimum. Since the attitude energy and the orbital energy are partially converted into
each other, the sum of the in-plane attitude kinetic and potential energies is not constant. Thus,
in order to evaluate the attitude energy, it is desirable to calculate its mean value as follows:
1 T
(64)
U a dt
T →∞ T ∫0
For calculating the above value, it is necessary to choose the calculation duration T. In the
present study, by referring to [21], a duration of 500 orbits is chosen for T. Assuming that the
periodic in-plane libration motion is approximated in the form of a function of the true anomaly
and eccentricity as
(65)
=
θ p (η , e) A1 (e) sin η + A2 (e) sin 2η
U e = lim

we obtained the coefficient amplitude of periodic in-plane libration motions, A1 and A2 for each
eccentricity. Figure 11 shows the relationship between amplitudes A1 and A2 and eccentricities.
As the result of approximation as a function of eccentricity, A1 (e) and A2 (e) are determined as
follows:
A1 (e) = 0.39e
A2 (e) = 0.17e3 − 0.21e 2 + 0.23e
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Fig. 11: Relationship between amplitude and eccentricity

The current is turned on as long as Ve resulting from these values does not exceed the threshold
value Vth and when Ve exceeds the threshold, the current is turned off. In the present study, by
referring to Ref. [11], the threshold Vth is set to 1.2 for the case of orbit e ≥ 0.23 until all parts
of the orbit enter the drag arc and 0.2 for the case of orbit e < 0.23 .
We describe a method of changing the state quantity within range A to range B for deceleration.
The deceleration process in the drag arc consists of two phases. The first phase is to decelerate
to the target eccentricity rate, and then the ON/OFF switching of the current is conducted in
order to change to the target state quantity. What is important at this time is a target state
quantity existing within the state of range B. The selection of the target state depends on
whether the attitude motion outside the drag arc is a tumbling motion. First, we explain the case
of tumbling. The energy of the attitude motion (θb , θb ) exceeds the threshold value. Therefore,
the in-plane angle of the target state θb is the angle such that θb > θ a , where θ a is the angle at
point a. Next, we explain the case without tumbling. Since the attitude motion is stabilized
around the equilibrium point, the energy determined from the target state quantity decreases.
Therefore, the target state quantity is chosen such that it is within the state of range B, and its
energy is equal to or less than the attitude kinetic energy at point a. In accordance with this
criterion, the ON/OFF switching control method should be chosen: (1) the tumbling case and (2)
the non-tumbling case.
(1) Tumbling case
Motion estimation is performed to estimate the state at drag arc exit point b by assuming the
continued current for a certain period of time from the drag arc entry point a and no current until
the drag arc exit point b. When the difference in the state from the target value converges within
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(2) Non-tumbling case
Since the attitude motion outside the drag arc does not become a tumbling motion, in order to
suppress the attitude motion, the current is turned on in the case that the angular velocity of the
virtual rigid rod is θ < 0 , and is turned off otherwise. Motion estimation is then performed in
order to estimate the state at the drag arc exit point b under the assumption that the current is
turned off until the drag arc exit point b. Similarly to the tumbling case, when the difference in
the state from the target state converges within the tolerance ∆θ < 10−4 and ∆θ < 10−6 , the
current is turned off until re-reaching the drag arc entry point a. As a result of this control
strategy, the energy of the attitude motion decreases and orbital motion does not become a
tumbling motion outside the drag arc.
Result of Numerical Simulation
In order to validate the control strategy described above, numerical simulation is carried out
using the following initial conditions:
η = 4.994 [rad] , e = 1.02 , θi = −0.0231 [rad] , θi = 0.5527 , φi = φi =0 (𝑖𝑖 = 1, … ,5)

Figure 12 shows the shape of trajectories and eccentricity changes obtained through the
numerical simulation. After the system passed through the drag arc 13 times, all parts of the
trajectory entered the drag arc, and the trajectory then became a circular orbit. A total of
91.21 days was required until convergence to a circular orbit. The eccentricity of 0.04 to
0.07 was reduced during one pass through the drag arc. As the trajectory in the drag arc
became longer for lower orbits, the amount of eccentricity decrease during one pass became
larger.

Fig. 12: Shape of trajectories and eccentricity changes
Conclusion
In the present study, we have proposed a method by which to reduce the velocity of a
spacecraft headed toward Jupiter and to shift its elliptic orbit to a circular orbit using an EDT.
Then, we investigated the validity of the proposed method by performing a motion analysis.
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Since the range of the drag arc that can reduce the spacecraft velocity by the EDT is a part of
the orbit, the motion of the EDT system at this drag arc entry point is particularly important
when decelerating. Therefore, in the present study, the following method was adopted in order
to decelerate in the orbit. First, the state of range A of the EDT system at the entry point of the
drag arc was obtained when decelerating becomes possible within the drag arc. Next, the state
of range B at the drag arc escape point is obtained so that the state quantity at the drag arc
entry point can enter the state of range A after the spacecraft orbits outside the drag arc and
reaches the drag arc entry point. We then have proposed a method that enables orbital
deceleration and stable transition from the state within range A to that in range B while
passing the drag arc. Numerical calculations confirmed that convergence from the hyperbolic
trajectory to the circular orbit can be achieved by an EDT around Jupiter.
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